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  Progressed Horoscopes [Trump, Bill Wrobel, etc.] 
 

 [paper commenced Thursday, November 30, 2017 1:17 pm PST] 

 

 Being in-between film music projects, I spontaneously decided to 

focus on my current and progressed (future) charts based on my verified 

birth chart data: 

 

 July 1, 1950, Syracuse, New York, 2:22 pm EDT. 

 

 In the chart images following, the natal chart is always shown as the 

inner circle chart, whereas the outer circle depicts the progressed (Secondary 

Progressions technique in astrology, or Day-for-a-Year) chart in relation to 

that birth chart. For instance, immediately below is the image of my 

progressed chart for Saturday, February 24, 2018: 

 

 

 
 
https://s2.postimg.org/3sl2q2e2h/2018-2-24_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_square_p_Juno-

_Neptune.jpg 
 

 This date happens to be the start of a two-day weekend event--the 

"Max Steiner Symposium : Man & Myth" at CSULB (Cal State University 

at Long Beach). I discussed this conference in my latest Blog #59 and also 

https://s2.postimg.org/3sl2q2e2h/2018-2-24_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_square_p_Juno-_Neptune.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/3sl2q2e2h/2018-2-24_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_square_p_Juno-_Neptune.jpg
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my "Nature of Max Steiner's Music" paper for this new update for my 

FilmScoreRundowns original site here dated late November 2017. I plan to 

quickly finish this astrology paper and add it to this same update to my site. 

My intent is show interested readers how I approach a progressed chart 

reading, my standard modus operandi. I will be the guinea pig or subject, 

although I was tempted to focus exclusively on Donald Trump's progressed 

charts!  :  ).....but I'll delineate on Trump & the United States just briefly 

now.... 

 
http://abcnews.go.com/US/page?id=13248168 
 

 Jamaica, New York is a neighborhood in Queens where Trump was 

born.... 

 

 

 
 

  
https://s2.postimg.org/yo6uv6vjt/Donald_Trump_progressed_chart_election_dat.jpg 
 

 On election day (chart immediately above), Trump's progressed Sun 

(key to the drive to do something bigger in life, ego, passion, drive for 

fame/power) was prominently conjunct his Ascendant (powerful angle 

contact tied to action & personal identity, doing what he wants in his own 

way) suggesting personal prominence & honor (Sun) at that two-year period 

in his life. Progressed Sun moves a degree a year (same for the progressed 

http://abcnews.go.com/US/page?id=13248168
https://s2.postimg.org/yo6uv6vjt/Donald_Trump_progressed_chart_election_dat.jpg
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Midheaven or MC). Keeping to a strict one degree orb for secondary 

progressions, Trump's Sun started the one degree orb applying to his 

Ascendant (29 degrees Leo 58 minutes) at 28 Leo 58 in mid-July 2015. Leo 

rising can often say, "I am born to be King." He announced his candidacy 

for President just a month earlier on June 16, 2015. His progressed Sun was 

exactly on his Ascendant (entering the 1st house) on July 25, 2016. The 

Sun's one degree strict orb left (separation degree for about a year) at 0 

Virgo 58 in early August 2017. The conjunction is a highly significant 

period, in this case almost like a New Chapter in the life conjunct the 

Ascendant. Sun traditionally suggests, as an analogy, the King being 

throned, empowered, a brand new phase tied to personal action, identity & 

power (in this case, as President of the United States, supposedly the most 

powerful man in the world with a unique finger potentially on the nuclear 

button). Sun on the Ascendant is his time to shine, to be center stage, to 

project his personal power & creativity out in the world and get a response 

back. 

 

 Ironically, at the same time, we see progressed Midheaven (MC) in 

Leo conjunct progressed Saturn in Leo, key to karma & the Executive  (who 

is supposed to carry out the Law, not make his personal will into Law (like a 

King). That is the conflict between the Sun-Leo principle highlighted and 

the Saturn-Capricorn principle that is equally highlighted in Trump's chart in 

this general period. Saturn in the sign of Leo automatically suggests that 

universal theme regarding the use of power & creativity. MC started the one-

degree orb to progressed Saturn on Election day 2016, curiously enough. It 

becomes exact at 2 Leo 48 in the 12th house of "self-undoing" (traditionally 

speaking). It leaves that one-degree orb March 2019. It is conceivable that if 

Trump tries too much to be "King" (Sun-Leo principle) instead of 

"Executive" (Saturn principle), the so-called karmic consequences may be a 

fall. Or it may suggest at least being blocked, inhibited or intimated (say, for 

instance, by the Mueller investigations) or a need for realism & reality-

testing in order to deal successfully with the rules-of-the game, and to handle 

the great responsibilities of the position. On the extreme negative edge is the 

potential for impeachment (for Trump's personal perspective as POTUS) if 

he obstructed justice, but actually it is war that is the unacceptable potential-

---a war that would result in the multitude of deaths in the Korean peninsula 

and perhaps even Japan.... 

 

 [As a side note, my own progressed Midheaven was conjunct natal 

Saturn in May 2000 when I purchased my first home (and where I still reside 
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now as I write here). Saturn happens to rule my 4th house of home in the 

sign of Capricorn, so an important home/status change was indicated in 199-

2000! My down-payment was in July or August 1999. The house needed to 

still be built. It was not ready for move-in until late May 2000. I accelerated 

my 15 year mortgage and paid off the house in 13 years. A year or two after 

the mortgage-free residence occurred, I happily retired after 30 years at the 

U S Postal Service.] 

 

  Now: If, however, Trump judiciously carries out the Law to the letter, 

works hard & realistically, then the Presidency can prove to be a gainful 

position with hard-earned credit as a highly productive authority figure 

(Saturn) and as a powerful Leader (Sun involved). For good or woe, he will 

irregardless be reaping the results of his own actions, his reputation and 

status in the world being on the line. As I believe the Bible stated, "There is 

today set before you good and evil, life and death - choose thou"...as well 

as... "By their fruits ye shall know them."  It is "karmic" in the sense of  

simply meeting one's own true character and its inner dynamics. There are 

many probabilities, so "Choose Thou." Make each day count. Build a better 

life.  

 

 Trump's progressed Moon will be exactly conjunct natal Pluto in Leo 

in the 12th house on January 24, 2018 (in effect starting a month earlier as 

the Moon applies to that conjunction). It will be quincunx (150 degree 

separative angle) natal Pallas in the 5th house (asteroid tied to politics) exact 

on February 19, 2018, and the Moon will be conjunct progressed Pluto exact 

on March 16, 2018. Negatively Pluto-Scorpio-8th house can involve 

concealment, deception, secrecy, manipulation, "you owe me" tactics. 

Nobody can guess details of what might happen but it seems to suggest to 

me that hidden things (water focus of Pluto & 12th house) and potential 

"garbage" will be unearthed & revealed at that general period in the winter 

and early spring. Perhaps this involves the Robert Mueller/DOJ special 

investigations probe?  We shall see! As is indicated in the current cultural 

shift regarding sexual scandals in entertainment/news/politics arenas 

(Harvey Weinstein/Matt Lauer/John Conyers/Roy Moore, etc.) being 

exposed, there are plenty of unsavory activities going on beneath the 

surface! :  ).... 

 

 The current Aries Ingress chart (see image immediately below) based 

for Washington, D.C. 2017 suggests what the year-long mood of the country 

might be. 
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 https://s2.postimg.org/k69nn0h1l/Aries_Ingress_2017.jpg 
 

 Of prominence is that Moon-Saturn conjunction in 27 Sagittarius in 

the 10th house. It suggests a potentially depressive or karmic reckoning 

situation this year until the next Aries Ingress in March 2018. Fear and 

insecurity is a keynote mood unless the powers-that-be work hard to 

establish a sense of safety & good working order & rule of law. It is likely to 

be an important Report Card period, testing the country to see how it is 

really doing regarding ideals, beliefs, morality, ethics law, doing the right 

thing (Sagittarius). For instance, in the upcoming Senate election in 

Alabama, there seems to be a conflict of opposing beliefs. Controversial 

Republican candidate Roy Moore was accused recently by several woman of 

being a sexual predator towards young teenagers as young as age 14 when 

he held a district attorney position several decades ago. Evangelical 

Republican voters are put on the spot whether to vote for an alleged sexual 

predator who preyed on children or vote for the Democratic candidate. It is a 

moral dilemma of who to believe (the many women who accused Moore, or 

Moore who denies it) and whether it is okay to vote for such a person instead 

of a Democrat (or a write-in Republican candidate who has little or no 

chance of winning enough votes). Trump himself has 16 women who 

accused him of sexual improprieties (yet he was voted in as President). 

 

https://s2.postimg.org/k69nn0h1l/Aries_Ingress_2017.jpg
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 Faith and ultimate values are again highlighted in this Aries Ingress 

chart with Neptune in Pisces rising (only two degrees from the Ascendant). 

Negatively this is classic for scandals (sexual, Russian collusion, etc.) and 

the donning of masks (pretending to be something or someone that actually 

you are not). Note this period the catch-phrase of "fake news"--the inability 

to access what is real or truthful (or not). In terms of humor, it is suggestive 

of the old saying, "Are you going to believe me or your lying eyes!" 

Deception and illusion are often emphasized. If positively expressed, then 

this can indeed be a healing period once the masks are unmasked; a period 

of self-sacrifice to truly serve all (poor & rich, Democrat or Republican) and 

be a channel for the good, the true & the beautiful. But if fear & 

defensiveness & ego & secrecy & hawk-talk is emphasized,  then it can well 

mean war (North Korea), inevitable financial collapse, whatever.   

 

 Anyway, let's not digress any further on potentially unsavory current 

events charts, and go back to my own savory progressed charts! :  )....[P.S. 

Friday, December 1] : more on Trump later since there is Breaking News 

developing..... 

 

 [Back to Thursday]: The February 24, 2018 progressed chart (Max 

Steiner Symposium event that weekend, by the way) is not particularly 

impressive. Moon rules my Cancer 10th house of status in the world. The 

progressed Moon is at 16 degrees of Cancer exactly in the 9th house of 

higher educative (and can loosely rule conferences such as this). Moon is 

square progressed Juno conjunct Neptune in Libra in the idealistic 12th 

house (9th-Sagittarius house is also idealism & high standards). The stress 

square aspect suggests in these idealism houses a potential conflict of goals 

& values, a differing approach, a misalignment of some sort. Perhaps my 

ideas of how to do such a conference is out-of-step with the ideas of the 

organizers. We shall see! :   )! Cancer-Libra squares are normally not a big 

deal because both want closeness or partnership of some sort. Libra suggests 

a mutual give & take approach, modifications, readjustments, compromise. 

Cancer suggests caring & sharing for the good or best of the event, a 

"family" feeling--although, as we all know, families are comprised of quite 

distinct personalities with often very different needs & wants! If I knew the 

precise time when the event officially starts, then I could've constructed a 

chart--but it is too early to know such details. The conference is still in its 

planning stages until at least the end of December.  
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 As a side note, remember than progressed Moon aspects only last 

roughly two months for a strict one-degree orb (applying and separating) 

whereas, as noted earlier, progressed Sun aspects last two years.  

 

 My wife & I just found out a few days ago that an event we love to 

attend every year (that usually happens in February) just happens to be 

occurring on that Saturday. I don't want to disappoint her by saying that the 

Symposium that day is more important (besides, I enjoy that yearly event 

too!) than her, than being with her there. So I know now that we won't be 

going to the Steiner Symposium that Saturday morning or afternoon. If there 

is something happening in the evening, maybe we can go (but doubt it). It's 

actually a week-long series of events but the big day, it turns out, is that 

Saturday. Progressed Mercury in retrograde is quincunx progressed Jupiter, 

so a timing issue is indicated--a conflict in planning. Normally one cannot 

attend two different events at the same time (unless they happen to be next 

door to each other)! Retrograde Mercury traditionally suggests issues 

regarding communication and initial agreements or conscious expectations. 

It would not be an ideal period to give a talk or presentation, for instance. 

This applies to my progressed chart, not to the Symposium itself (since 

Mercury will not be retrograde then). Although then Mercury will be 

conjunct Neptune in Pisces moderately square Mars in Sagittarius, so this 

might suggest some confusion or diffusion and changes of plans--yet still 

good for music-related areas and general idealistic creativity. Depending on 

the timing and (not recommended) guessing of details, rain may be an issue 

as well with the water emphasis involved. We shall see. Venus in Pisces at 

that event is also terrific for music-related events (despite that exact square 

to Mars). Perhaps there will be some sort of passive/comfort versus 

assertive/aggressive/active dynamic with the Venus square Mars in mutable 

signs---basically not a big deal because mutables mean a mental focus, lots 

of variety and change, communication. Maybe it is a doing-your-own-thing-

in-your-own-way dynamic (Mars) trying to adjust to a get-along-together 

dynamic (Venus).  So it may be a mixture of busyness (fire & Mars) and yet 

the urge to relax & just enjoy the show (Venus & entertainment focus of 

Pisces). Pisces is associated with films. Jupiter is Scorpio is widely & nicely 

trine that Venus in Pisces so that suggests harmony & gain in the overall 

proceedings, a potentially "memorable" events (water involved or lasting 

emotional memory). If the event is video-taped (I believe that is planned), 

then the memory will have lasting tangible expression as well.  
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 -Progressed Moon at 17 Cancer 36 in the 9th house will be trine 

progressed Mars in the 1st house at 17 Scorpio 36 exact on April 12, 2018. 

Both the 1st and 9th (and 5th) houses are fire-active houses. So this might be 

a busy emotional productive period of a harmonious nature, good for doing a 

creative project or two. No angles are involved. Big events in the life usually 

involve the angles. Normally for important events and activities the angles 

(natal & progressed, birth & local) must be there because angles are cardinal 

power points--action & change & outer events in the life. So the simple 

angle-less Moon trine Mars in water signs and fire houses (emotional drive, 

feelings, intensity) is there but it may not produce any event per se. It may 

just indicate a mood of busyness, an urge to do things, be engaged 

emotionally in some way. 

 

 Immediately below is the progressed chart for progressed Sun 

conjunct natal Saturn in the sign of Virgo in the 11th house: 

 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/tzvgdjdop/2018-5-

24_Bill_s_Chart_p_Sun_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg 
 

 
 

 This is a progressed Sun aspect so it was in effect about a year before 

as it applied slowly to the conjunction and then separate from the exact 

conjunction for a year within the strict one degree orb. Although there is no 

angle involved at 14 degrees (such as a conjunction or square or trine or 

https://s2.postimg.org/tzvgdjdop/2018-5-24_Bill_s_Chart_p_Sun_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/tzvgdjdop/2018-5-24_Bill_s_Chart_p_Sun_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg
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quincunx), it is nevertheless an interesting power aspect. It is fire(Sun)-earth 

(Saturn) so potentially quite a productive period, ambitious, work-oriented, 

important in some way. It's like fire-earth lava, and you better get out of the 

way of even slow-moving but impactful lava! And I was indeed quite busy 

with creative projects this last year both with music and also astrology-

related activities. Physically I was busy with HOA labor and also installing 

sod in my backyard just a few weeks ago. The motto is, If you want to do 

something worth doing, then do it well. Do it the best you can now. It can be 

a strong power-drive urge to reach the top in some way, so be careful to 

know that the end does not always justify the means. Moderation may be in 

order to curb undue determination, being careful not to step on sensitive toes 

or other people's rights & feelings. Sometimes this aspect may involve an 

issue with loving & being loved, with a lesson (Saturn) in romance, or tied 

to kids & procreation (Sun) in some way. Mundanely it may involve 

promotion (Sun) at one work or career (Saturn) or, negatively, the work may 

not match one's expectations or ambitions (falls short in some way). There 

are any of many ways this Sun-Saturn principle can manifest. For instance, 

when Max Steiner passed away, his progressed Sun was conjunct Saturn. 

His body gave out, some sort of depression on his innate bodily vitality 

(Sun).  

 

 Next image is progressed Midheaven (MC) conjunct progressed 

Mercury 1 Libra 43 in the 12th house exact June 8, 2018 (but in effect a year 

earlier). Being acutely busy in artistic and mental affairs (Libra, 12th house) 

is highlighted. This involves music, writing, communications, and so on. 

And this is quite true since I've been quite active in these areas (especially 

music-related activities). I've done plenty of YouTube videos, wrote original 

music, wrote arrangements of other peoples' music, and so on. 

 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/hb15tqa3d/2018-6-

8_Bill_s_Chart_p_MC_conjunct_p_Mercury.jpg 
 

https://s2.postimg.org/hb15tqa3d/2018-6-8_Bill_s_Chart_p_MC_conjunct_p_Mercury.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/hb15tqa3d/2018-6-8_Bill_s_Chart_p_MC_conjunct_p_Mercury.jpg
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 Basically it is an official dissemination of ideas and creative projects. 

The aspect is still applying so I suspect I'll be quite mentally busy the rest of 

the year. No mental vacation for me! :  ) 

 

 Next is progressed Moon conjunct progressed Vertex at 22 Cancer in 

the 9th house exactly applied October 31, 2018 (but in effect the month 

before & month after). The Vertex is like another Descendant or 7th house 

cusp power point that involves partnerships, marriage, important interactions 

(like business) with others, crucial encounters. Moon is a cardinal planet 

involving closeness & family & home & the general public. My Moon 

happens to rule the cardinal 10th house of career & status in the world. 

Moon ruling a natal chart with Cancer rising (Ascendant) would be 

especially important as an indicator in progressed charts since the Moon 

moves fastest (roughly a degree per month). My wife happens to have a 

Cancer-rising chart so she seems particularly more influenced by the 

swaying of the progressed Moon. Often a progressed Moon conjunct the 

Descendant (7th house cusp) or Vertex might indicate marriage or otherwise 

some other form of relationship commitment or important involvement. 

When my mother died, progressed Moon was conjunct Saturn in my chart. 

Saturn happens to rule Capricorn in the 4th house of mother (see chart 

below).  

 
https://s2.postimg.org/84iv6j4vt/2018-10-31_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_on_p_Vertex.jpg 
 

https://s2.postimg.org/84iv6j4vt/2018-10-31_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_on_p_Vertex.jpg
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https://s2.postimg.org/aym0k0ws9/Bill_Wrobel_chart_Mom_died.jpg 
 

 Of course I am married now, so I won't expect a second concurrent 

wife!  I astrologically arranged the marriage date & time for November 5, 

1982 in the afternoon for maximum harmony for that general period in 1982. 

After 35 years, so far so good!  :  ) 

 

 But this might mean a new association tied to mental activities & 

ideals (9th house) or travel (again 9th house) or a foreigner might come and 

visit & even stay at our house for awhile. Some sort of emotional bond or 

family feeling. I may simply get involved deeply again into film music 

research such as at UCLA. I was thinking yesterday I'd like to study more 

Max Steiner scores for RKO (held at UCLA) such as Death of A Scoundrel. 

I like a lot of that music right from the get-go with than taxi ride of the 

Yvonne DeCarlo character to the scoundrel's house (played by debonair 

George Sanders). I also want to check out The Fountain (1934) and Lost 

Patrol (1934) both of which had music that was prominently self-borrowed 

in later movies such as Gone With the Wind and Casablanca.  

 

 Then progressed Moon will conjunct natal Midheaven on December 

27, 2018. This might indicate some sort of at least a minor change in status 

regarding home and/or work but it is only a single temporary (two-month) 

aspect. If there happened to be a network of aspects tied to that 26 degrees, 

then it might b more indicative of an important change.  

https://s2.postimg.org/aym0k0ws9/Bill_Wrobel_chart_Mom_died.jpg
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 Here below is a Master List of my future progressed aspects that I 

compiled this morning because I will not be focusing intently on all of them: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/pbk1vzqpl/Master_List_Bill_s_chart_progressions.jpg 
 

 
 

 For instance, next in line is progressed Juno (the marriage asteroid) 

conjunct progressed Neptune in the 12th idealism house exact July 6, 2019. 

However, this was a slowly moving asteroid that lasted several years, so it 

just suggests the ideal of a reasonably idealistic & happy association, 

making the best of situations, trying to be harmonious & giving & generous 

(Libra tied to Neptune), and still be your own unique person since Juno in 

my chart co-rules (along with Venus) my Libra-signed First house of 

personal action and self-identity.  

 

 Next on August 2, 2021 progressed Moon will conjunct Venus in zero 

Virgo--a nice, benign harmony aspect but not particularly important. Good 

for pleasure & closeness & personal security and perhaps artistic work 

expression (Virgo rules work & doing a good job for the sake of doing a 

good job in its details).  

 

 By the way, you might note in my Master List that I include the 

"Local Chart" horoscopes because I do not delineate the natal chart but also 

the local chart where I live now (in Southern California). If you happen to 

still be living in the city where you were born, then that would not be 

necessary. But I moved thousands of miles away from central New York 

across to the West Coast, so the angles will be appreciably changed. My 

local Ascendant, for example, is here in Virgo, whereas my natal or 

https://s2.postimg.org/pbk1vzqpl/Master_List_Bill_s_chart_progressions.jpg
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birthplace Ascendant is 22 Libra 7. For instance, my local progressed 

Midheaven at 22 Leo was conjunct local antivertex (xx or Ax, like another 

Ascendant) exact August 30, 2017. This is an important double angle contact 

suggesting a strong status change in personal action in the creative/musical 

area (Leo in the 12th house). Potentially it can mean a dramatic change since 

Leo-Pisces mixtures are dramatic, but that was not so much for me--just a 

renewed stronger creative thrust in my activities (writing music, papers, etc). 

I was particularly on a single-minded focus of Max Steiner-related work 

activities this summer and fall, stimulated by news in late July of the Max 

Steiner Symposium. I really wanted to get down to working to finally 

produce a lot of creative works tied to Steiner (my four videos of Steiner, 

papers, etc.).  

 
https://s2.postimg.org/xxnbgnfl5/LOCAL_CHART_2017-8-

30_p_MC_conjunct_local_antivertex.jpg 
 

 
 

 This local chart aspect connects to the natal chart Sun conjunct 

Saturn--both are highly productive-themed aspects. Note that the non-angle 

(planetary aspects only) interactions will still be the same for the local chart. 

Moon, for instance, will still be at 5 Aquarius 19 just as in the natal chart 

(but in the 5th house instead of the natal 4th house). The only changes are 

the ones connected to the new angles like the Ascendant-IC-Descendant-

Midheaven. The timings for these interactions will be just or almost just as 

important as the natal chart angles. 

https://s2.postimg.org/xxnbgnfl5/LOCAL_CHART_2017-8-30_p_MC_conjunct_local_antivertex.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/xxnbgnfl5/LOCAL_CHART_2017-8-30_p_MC_conjunct_local_antivertex.jpg
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 OK. Back to the natal chart progressions, exact on September 27, 

2021, progressed Vertex (like a 7th house cusp tied to relationships) will be 

conjunct natal Midheaven at 26 Cancer 33. This is again a double-angle 

interaction that could signal a new spiral of activity or minor chapter in the 

life, some sort of potential status change tied to partnership or a contract or 

??? It could mean a new development or twist in the marriage partnership, or 

a general change in another relationship or official method of expression. It 

is potentially an important status change in a relationship, similar in 

principle to any 7-10 contact like Saturn on the Descendant or Venus on the 

Midheaven, etc. We shall see. A theme is to make room for both a 

partnership and work/career/projects, or two people are working closely 

together towards a unified goal, or merge equality with power, and so on. So 

the 7-10 mixture says, "Are we really going to be equals or is one person 

going to be daddy or boss and have the power?" Also it can be the issue of 

"Are we going to put our attention and energy in the relationship or in the 

career?" You can, say, be married to the career or one's personal projects and 

ignore the wants & needs of the partner.  But if you can learn to share the 

power and make time for the relationship as well as to the personal 

projects/career, then you've got it made. The chart is immediately below: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/wl5mesd0p/2021-9-

27_Bill_s_Chart_Vertex_conjunct_natal_MC.jpg 
 

 
 

https://s2.postimg.org/wl5mesd0p/2021-9-27_Bill_s_Chart_Vertex_conjunct_natal_MC.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/wl5mesd0p/2021-9-27_Bill_s_Chart_Vertex_conjunct_natal_MC.jpg
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 Next is progressed MC at 5 Libra 4 exactly trine natal Venus in the 

8th at 5 Gemini 4 on November 18, 2021 (but in effect the year before & 

year after). Then on February 24, 2022 that progressed Midheaven will edge 

to the exact harmonious trine to natal Moon in the 4th house in 4 Aquarius 

19. So we have an excellent Grand Air trine in water houses--potential for 

lots of creative security & mental activity. This should be part of what is 

euphemistically called the "Golden Years" of retirement!  :  ).....Intellectual 

activity expressing out from a secure framework. Good period to relate to 

others easily, to be accepting & tolerant, to communicate successfully & 

productively. Trines in water houses and involving water-planet Moon often 

mean a basic inner faith at the unconscious level, being taken care of.  

 
 https://s2.postimg.org/4aylp2cnt/2021-11-

18_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_trine_natal_Venus_Grand_Trine.jpg 
 

 
 

 There may be a temporary bump in the road, so to speak, or potential 

emotional  insecurity (or added responsibilities or work) around July 26, 

2022 when progressed Moon conjunct natal Saturn at 14 Virgo.  

 
https://s2.postimg.org/xemtl1syx/2022-7-

26_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg 
 

https://s2.postimg.org/4aylp2cnt/2021-11-18_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_trine_natal_Venus_Grand_Trine.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/4aylp2cnt/2021-11-18_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_trine_natal_Venus_Grand_Trine.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/xemtl1syx/2022-7-26_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/xemtl1syx/2022-7-26_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_conjunct_natal_Saturn.jpg
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 On February 13, 2023, that Moon will progressed to progressed 

Saturn, so the same principle of double-security planets together, work & 

home, perhaps insecurity of some sort, learning to cope with a new home 

problem or issue, feeling "down" somewhat, doldrums, low phase, 

experiencing a cold or flu whatever. May involve mom in some charts (my 

mom died during that aspect long ago) since Moon rules mother or 

unconditional role model parent. I might need to remind myself to watch 

funny movies and tv shows during that period! But three months later on 

May 14, 2023 progressed Moon will conjunct natal Juno, the partnership 

asteroid. This should be potentially a very good & interesting period tied to 

marriage or some other partnership or long-term friendship. It will be trine 

my 4th house cusp or IC (tied to home/family security) so it might indeed be 

an event or some sort. It may involve close friends since the 11th house is 

involved. We shall see. Then that progressed Moon will eventually conjunct 

progressed Juno exact on November 26, 2024 (same meaning but then in the 

idealism/artistic/healing-helping 12th house).  

 

 On September 24, 2022, progressed Mars at 20 Scorpio 34 will start 

the one degree orb conjunction applying to natal antivertex, and it will be 

principle or 1-1 connection that indicates being on the go, very busy, into 

physical activity & sports perhaps, asserting self-will to do what you really 

want to do and not compromise with anyone!   
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 Skipping a few minor aspects, we come to March 6, 2024 when 

progressed Moon (that rules my Midheaven or 10th house of status in the 

world) will conjunct progressed Midheaven (MC) in the 12th house and will 

quincunx (150 degree separative aspect) natal Jupiter in Pisces in the 5th 

house. I suspect some sort of potential outer world change of some sort, 

news from family perhaps. That's not atypical of hearing about a death in the 

family, for instance. We shall see. Here is that chart image: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/uyl07i0p5/2024-3-6_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_conjunct_p_MC.jpg 
 

 
 

 Progressed Moon will conjunct the Ascendant and enter the First 

house on March 17, 2025 signifying a potential change of status again 

(Moon ruling my 10th house) or some sort of change in personal action with 

the 1st house involved, getting emotionally (Moon) involved in something 

new or pioneering or independent. Or it may simply mean a domestic home 

(Moon) issue. 

 

 On exactly April 15, 2025, progressed MC (Midheaven) will conjunct 

natal Mars in Libra in the 12th house. See chart image immediately below: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/yxi7q04o9/2025-4-

15_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Mars.jpg 
 

https://s2.postimg.org/uyl07i0p5/2024-3-6_Bill_s_chart_p_Moon_conjunct_p_MC.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/yxi7q04o9/2025-4-15_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Mars.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/yxi7q04o9/2025-4-15_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Mars.jpg
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 Mars is accentuated officially here in terms of status or work in the 

world so it may indicate a high-energy period, doing my own thing in my 

own way, being especially independent (or selfish), being argumentative, 

telling people (Libra) or mate or authority figures (MC) off! I may be getting 

plenty of projects down in those two years. It can conceivably mean an 

operation with Mars involved, getting cut, or an accident, or a fire or 

whatever if energies are suppressed and then vented off in some destructive 

manner (or simply a form of corrective surgery).  

 

 [end session for the night at 10:06 pm. Time for bed! ] 

 

 [Friday, December 1, 2017 at 6:30am, PST]: 

 

 Big Breaking News this morning: Mike Flynn, one of Trump's right-

hand men, will be copping a guilty plea for lying to the FBI about Russia. 

This is a serious charge. It is a felony. Each count of lying means five years 

in jail. Ostensibly he made a deal to save his son from big jail time too, plus 

he probably made a plea agreement to lessen his own charges against him. 

Mueller definitely got up the food chain in implicating the inner circle of the 

White House. Who is going to be nailed next (Trump's son, son-in-law 

Kushner, or ???), we shall see. Plus there is developing news that Donald 

Trump himself tried to influence GOP top men handling the Senate & House 

investigations to somehow hurry or obstruct the proceedings. Stay tuned. 
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Very dark shadow cast over this day for the Trump White House. Trump 

made a big mistake hiring General Flynn (although he was warned not to do 

so--including then-sitting President Obama). Sally Yates also warned Trump 

(she was later fired). Making false statements to the FBI is perhaps the most 

elemental No-No. Yet here is Flynn, then running "National Security" for 

the country as special counsel, lying to the FBI. This is not just "forgetting" 

to fill out a form properly. Flynn uttered outright lies, made denials. But the 

FBI "had the goods" on him, and Flynn finally made a plea denial. Flynn's 

incentive now is to "sing" as loudly and convincingly as he can to Mueller in 

order to lessen jail time for himself and his son, and maybe (in good 

conscience?) in order to finally "do the right thing." We are a nation of laws 

and we cannot have officials who deliberately undermine and obstruct that 

process. But the likely assessment is that the White House and Trump's base 

will probably now "circle the wagon" and protect Trump, that right or 

wrong, Trump is President and their man, that he is he right when he says 

Mueller is conducting a "witch hunt" (same applies logically to Roy Moore's 

supporters in Alabama). Even if Trump pardoned Flynn as early as today, 

Flynn will still be required to testify under oath in the Senate & House 

committees. A Trump pardon will not spare Trump from Flynn's damaging 

testimony under oath. If Flynn lies then again (ignoring his plea deal with 

Mueller or then says "I don't recall")) then that will be more counts of lying 

charged against him (and huge jail time).  Obviously Trump failed to keep 

his campaign promise that he would get "only the best" in his inner circle..... 

 

 [7:10 am] : Apparently Flynn will appear in federal court in twenty 

minutes to plead guilty. Pandora's Box will be opening, and we will 

eventfully be learning over the course of the next weeks & months a lot of 

unsavory things of what has been going on in secrecy. Ironic that Flynn 

during the campaign yelled about Hillary Clinton to "lock her up!" about a 

private email server she had (that was legal, by the way) but now look at 

where he is. Bottom line is that he is going to be a convicted felon. He will 

be sentenced much later (months from now), and that sentencing is 

dependent upon how much he is cooperating with the prosecutors from this 

day forward. Unlike Popadopoulos, POTUS cannot claim that Flynn was a 

"low level person." He was indeed a high level inner circle man, so I will be 

curious how the White House will respond to the news (no official word 

yet). 
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 [7:23 am --10:23 am Washington D.C]: Flynn and his lead lawyer just 

walked into federal court. They did not answer any of the questions from the 

chorus of reporters....Stock market is tanking too.... 

 At any rate, stay tuned for more news. Meanwhile, let's get back to the 

various upcoming progressed charts of a far less interesting personality this 

morning.......me......   : ) 

 

 -On October 13, 2026 (when I am 76 years old), progressed Vertex 

will enter the sign of Leo for about the next 43 years (I doubt I will be alive 

at 119 to witness it!). This is simply a subtle change. Vertex previously 

changed to the sign of Cancer on Oct 17, 1985 early on in my first & only 

marriage. Cancer suggests wanting closeness & stability, emotional stability 

in the primary relationship with everything else secondary far down the 

totem pool of involvement. The Leo may add more fiery extrovert flair to 

the approach of partnerships, more general creativity & risk-taking, more 

excitement & variety, maybe an increased need for strokes & affection, or an 

attraction to colorful partnerships that are also creative. 

 

 -Progressed Sun will exactly conjunct natal Juno at 25 Virgo 42 in the 

11th house on December 17. 2029, in effect the year before and year after 

within the one degree strict orb for progressions. This suggests some sort of 

enlargement of activity in the area of partnership, making them bigger & 

more important in the life. Some sort of creative bond that suggests 

commitment.  By its own nature, Sun alone is more romance & fun & 

procreation, whereas Juno (like Venus & the sign of Libra) is more a lasting 

relationship, making it official (like a marriage certificate) or moving in 

together long-term, sharing of properties and resources together (tying in 

Scorpio as well). Of course this may simply mean deepening an already 

existing partnership, or making it even more creative & interesting as you 

two unfold together (getting ambitious on mutual projects, extended 

vacations, etc).  

 

 -Exactly on August 22, 2031 progressed MC will conjunct natal 

Neptune at 14 Libra 35 in the natural Pisces house (12th house). Once again, 

this was in effect about a year earlier as Midheaven applies to the 

conjunction and about a year later as it separates within the strict one degree 

orb. This development should really symbolize my musical-artistic 

expression on a high or idealistic level. Perhaps I will be at my creative best 

then, most productive in terms of writing music, striving for the highest 

potential of expression as my present abilities can get me, being creatively 
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inspired, and so on. It may also involve the spiritual & helping-healing parts 

of my life. I may get heavy into the mystical life, doing more astrology 

readings as a ministerial function, whatever. We shall see. Nobody can guess 

the details but we can elaborate on the themes, and the principal theme is the 

Neptune focus on creating & appreciating beauty/art and/or giving to the 

world in some sort of service for the good and/or delving more into the 

spiritual/religious life, or (negatively expressed) trying to escape the world 

via booze or drugs, putting on the rose-colored glasses, escapism such as 

sleeping too much or sitting in front of the television, or psychosis, or 

somehow being a victim/martyr. Usually Libra-Pisces or 7-12 mixtures want 

things harmonious & comfortable! 

 

 Here is the chart image: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/6nbnjn5tl/2031-8-

22_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Neptune.jpg 
 

 
 

 Then almost two years later on July 8, 2033 is when that progressed 

Midheaven (MC) conjuncts progressed Neptune. So for that whole four year 

period I will be under that next phase of my development (Neptunean). This 

could be the best part of my retirement, the most consequential in terms of 

my spiritual & artistic development. That's why I strive to keep in shape & 

in good health and not get into excessive habits. I am 5 foot 11 inches and 

weigh about 155 pounds or less (often edging towards 150). I used to weigh 

https://s2.postimg.org/6nbnjn5tl/2031-8-22_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Neptune.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/6nbnjn5tl/2031-8-22_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Neptune.jpg
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145 pounds when I was a late teenager but doubt if I will reach & sustain 

that level (but possible). I've seen lots of men my age and even a lot younger 

who let themselves go, getting overweight and indulging in poor eating 

habits. I do lots of physical work such as HOA gardening, walking, 

bicycling. I drink beer & wine in moderation (most days! :   ) and do not 

ever take drugs (including weed). I do not eat beef & chicken, focus on fruits 

& vegetables, avoid tap water. I eat raw almonds every day (an Edgar Cayce 

suggestion) as a prevention (not a cure) so that I do not get cancer. So I want 

to be in excellent relative health at age 80 when that Neptune period starts.  

 

 -On May 15, 2036 progressed Moon in Pisces in the 5th house will be 

opposite natal Juno and square progressed Ascendant (an angle), so perhaps 

this will signify a possible or likely partnership change or separation. 

Progressed Letter One (like antivertex/Ascendant/Mars) indicate likely 

changes in personal actions and its consequences in interactions with others. 

 

 -On March 26, 2038, progressed Mercury will finally go direct, no 

longer retrograde. It went retrograde late September, 2015. Of course I do 

not agree with the old traditions that retrogrades are bad or inhibiting.  I 

perceive retrogrades as showing more individuality, even more centered into 

being himself. “I am myself. Take it or leave it. I am going to be myself no 

matter what." It is kind of like my videos that I offered to the Max Steiner 

Symposium organizers. In effect  it says, "I designed them as stand-alone-

self-explanatory presentations. I do not want an interruptive show & stop & 

explain presentation. Take it or leave it." Wink....I doubt if they'll take it 

since musicological conferences by its nature tend to routinely "talk about" 

something instead of simply presenting the material as an entertaining yet 

educational presentation. I believe in less focus on the presenter and far 

more focus on the presentation materials. So retrogrades may be more 

introverted but also more creative in expression, more individualistic. "If 

you like it, fine; if you don't like it, take a hike." They draw from their own 

inner inspiration, going in and drawing out from their own unique vision of 

creative expression. So there may be some sort of delay in the process before 

the final expression but it's worth the wait. It's like Beethoven mulling over a 

note or phrase, making adjustments until the perfect expression is reached to 

his satisfaction. 

 

 -Another biggie progression will be May 1, 2039 when progressed 

Midheaven (MC) conjuncts natal Ascendant (1st house cusp). Immediately 

below is that chart image: 
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https://s2.postimg.org/7af5mns0p/2039-5-

1_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Ascendant.jpg 
 

 
 

 -On June 21, 2040 progressed antivertex at 9 Aquarius 19 in the 4th 

house will quincunx natal Sun in the 9th that is also in that very long-term 

conjunction to Uranus. Well, expect the unexpected with this aspect! 

Changes are electric in the air during that period for 2 1/2 to 3 years. Sudden 

& surprising developments, originality, accentuated individuality. I'll have to 

watch my step and make sure I don't get into an accident like climbing a tall 

ladder or something! A very similar aspect occurs exactly on Nov 20, 2048 

when I am 98 years old in my local chart (if I still live here in Los Angeles 

County, as I expect). Then progressed Ascendant in the 3rd house in 9 

Sagittarius will quincunx that Sun-Uranus conjunction in Cancer in the 10th 

house (not the 9th house like my natal chart). See images below: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/if447xxgp/2040-6-

21_Bill_s_chart_p_antivertex_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranu.jpg 
 
https://s2.postimg.org/7fiwwdp21/LOCAL_CHART_2048-11-

20_p_Ascendant_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranus.jpg 
 

 Mars substitutes the antivertex but both are similar Letter One 

principles--identity & action, physical body & vitality. The local chart is still 

into the freedom aspect since we have the Sagittarius sign (freedom signs are 

https://s2.postimg.org/7af5mns0p/2039-5-1_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Ascendant.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/7af5mns0p/2039-5-1_Bill_s_chart_p_MC_conjunct_natal_Ascendant.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/if447xxgp/2040-6-21_Bill_s_chart_p_antivertex_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranu.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/if447xxgp/2040-6-21_Bill_s_chart_p_antivertex_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranu.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/7fiwwdp21/LOCAL_CHART_2048-11-20_p_Ascendant_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranus.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/7fiwwdp21/LOCAL_CHART_2048-11-20_p_Ascendant_quincunx_natal_Sun_p_Uranus.jpg
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Aries-Sagittarius-Aquarius) but the area of involvement is more mental since 

the 3rd-Mercury house is involved.  

 
 

 

 
 

 

  Pretty much my basic nature is freedom & independence & the 

new & the different anyway because natal Moon is in Aquarius quincunx 

that Uranus. Uranus rules Aquarius in the modern terminology. Plus very 
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slow-moving Uranus started to conjunct natal Sun since 2004, so the 

Uranian vibes have been getting stronger & stronger each successive year! 

 

-On May 4, 2047 progress Midheaven will enter the water sign of Scorpio. 

Again this is a subtle overtone but it suggests a deeper focus inward or a 

turning in quality, processing & digesting all I've done up to that point. If I 

am still alive then at age 97, then I don't to live another 97 years! :  )....Many 

people usually don't make it past the 90 year mark thereabout because at age 

90 to 93 (give or take a year) all people's Sun will progress ninety degrees. 

Progressed Sun will square natal Sun, a 90 degree stress or conflict angle 

that signifies a vitality-life issue (Sun-fire).  A square is the potential for 

friction, tension, conflict or crisis. 

 

 Mine will occur November 5, 2043 when I am 93 years old (in effect 

the year before & year after). Progressed Sun will be in the 12th water house 

at 9 Libra 19 square the Sun in a water sign (Cancer). Usually water is 

involved with death, finishing, end of a chapter, processing for the next 

chapter (next step in our evolution that is no longer physical-world based). 

However, the general aspects for that period are rather good, not stressful at 

all. In fact, progressed Sun will conjunct natal Mars exact the year earlier 

(but still in effect in 2043) and Sun-Mars conjunctions tend to indicate 

increased vitality & activity. If the energies are blocked, then maybe it can 

indicate low vitality and health problems. Usually Sun-Mars trines and 

conjunctions show lots of rejuvenation because this is a double-fire 

combination of planets. Usually there is an intense ambitious drive then, 

especially if in earth signs (steamroller combination).  

 

 -Exact on March 11, 2049 progressed Sun will conjunct natal 

Neptune, and then exact on progressed Neptune on September 20, 2051. The 

second time will also show a nice sextile (harmonious or opportunity aspect 

of 60 degrees) to Pluto in the 10th (a water planet) and trine progressed  

antivertex in the 4th water house. So Neptune, 12th house, Pluto, 4th house--

-water everywhere. This could indicate a natural finishing up process, letting 

go, a final turning in!  :  ).... 

 

 -If not then, then on April 18, 2052 we have progressed Moon on 

progressed Sun (a New Moon aspect) at 17 Libra 39 signifying a whole new 

chapter in the life (whether overt or subtle but starting then). The New Moon 

occurs in the final house of the horoscope, the 12th traditionally ruled by 

Pisces & Neptune (and Jupiter as co-ruler). It represents new beginnings or 
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"being born again" (birth or entry into the non-physical realm). With natal 

Venus  in the 8th water house trine Moon in the 4th, it might indicate a 

peaceful passing in bed. See image of the New Moon chart immediately 

below: 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/jb5717ou1/2052-4-

18_Bill_s_chart_NEW_MOON_in_Libra_in_12th.jpg 
 

 
 

 

 Dr. Zip Dobyns, my astrology teacher, discussed this: 

 

 " ZIP: I consider the angles the most important for events. The New 

Moon cycle is not necessarily going to have a dramatic event at the start. It 

may be just later the person looks back and sees it was really a new 

beginning. 

 

     In my own case, my New Moon cycle was when I started studying 

astrology. My marriage broke up & I started studying astrology. Well, the 

study of astrology was at the time nothing, you know. There was a class 

offered in the spiritualist church I started attending. At the time I had no 

notion it was going to mean anything in my life at all. I was just curious. Yet 

it was very clearly marked in all charts. And of course the marriage break-up 

was a big thing that ended that phase of my life. In just over a year Mark 

was born, my youngest child. My marriage broke up & all three other 

https://s2.postimg.org/jb5717ou1/2052-4-18_Bill_s_chart_NEW_MOON_in_Libra_in_12th.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/jb5717ou1/2052-4-18_Bill_s_chart_NEW_MOON_in_Libra_in_12th.jpg
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children & I had New Moons! Four of us had New Moons all within a matter 

of a few months—that’s progressed Moon reaching progressed Sun, which is 

the start of a new cycle. So it was a dramatic indication of a whole new life 

for all of us. 

 

   Now: It isn’t always that dramatic but it generally does mark a fairly 

important new chapter in the life. There’s often a sense of unsettledness 

about the period just before & also the period just starting the new cycle. It’s 

a 30-year cycle, one of many cycles, but it is an important one because it’s 

the two lights. And very often in the last of the old cycle the person will be 

tying up all kinds of loose ends & doing a lot of exploring, tasting, testing, 

reaching out, experimenting, trying to look for the thing that’s going to mark 

this new cycle. And during the initial phase of the new cycle also there will 

still be a lot of that exploratory feeling frequently until they get settled into 

whatever it is they’re committed to." [end quote] 

 

 Now: The previous New Moon in my progressed chart will be 

November 17, 2022. This will occur at 18 Virgo 48 in the 11th house. I am 

stoked about this because in that general period I will have the Grand Air 

Trine of progressed Midheaven to natal Venus & Mars. As stated earlier, it 

could potentially be a golden period for me. The Virgo sign for the New 

Moon suggests a very tangible & productive undertone for the next 30 years, 

doing a job well and that it is worth doing. The 11th house suggest doing 

something new & different & inventive that involves new friends perhaps, 

social causes, astrology, etc. My progressed local Midheaven enters the sign 

of Virgo too on October 30, 2025, so this just reinforces that Virgo 

workaholic tendency & attention to details & craftsmanship.  

 

 [11:53 am]: Sources now reporting that Jared Kushner is now 

implicated as that "very senior member" who directed Flynn to engage in 

criminal exposure (Logan Act prohibits a private citizen to negotiate for the 

United States) before he was sworn in January 2017 regarding the December 

22 U.N. resolution tied to Israel. This is getting very close to President 

Trump because Trump is father-in-law to Kushner (who is married to 

Trump's daughter). Aiding & abetting, plotting...This may be the obvious 

beginning of the end for the Trump presidency...especially if Flynn and 

Kushner state under oath that Trump knew all about this. Remember this 

date, December 1, 2017. It will be historic. Even the lowliest intern in 

government knows you can't lie to the FBI without serious consequence, and 

yet Flynn lied in late January to them. It would've been better if he simply 
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refused to answer any questions. Commentators on tv are questioning 

Flynn's sanity as well....] 

 

 Back to my progressed charts.... 

 

 -On May 14, 2053 (if I'm still around!  :  ), progressed Ascendant in 

the sign of Capricorn will be opposite natal Sun conjunct progressed Uranus. 

Potential sudden changes. 

 

 -On October 31, 2054 progressed MC will be trine natal Jupiter in 

Pisces in the 5th. Jupiter is often shown in charts of letting go, wrapping 

things up, moving away (Jupiter). Midheaven shows official status in the 

world. Normally MC-Jupiter trines suggest gain or promise of gain, 

searching for the next level of development, find Truth, understanding, 

revelation.  

 

 -On January 31, 2055 progressed antivertex in Aquarius will be 

opposite progressed Pluto (water house and water planet). Potential surgery, 

transformation, financial matters, and so on.  

 

 -On October 15, 2056 progressed Sun will significantly conjunct natal 

Ascendant, and also quincunx natal Vertex in the8th water house. Time to 

shine or seeing the light! Normally it can mean an ambitious expansion of 

personal action. Remember that Trump was elected with this aspect. It 

doesn't mean everything is pink & rosy & wonderful. You have to look at 

the total picture or network of aspects in the chart to determine what should 

be factored in for a correct assessment of the situation. Usually it is a very 

mixed picture in regards to a progressed chart. You cannot take one solitary 

aspect out of context. Much of what happens is dependent on the previous 

framework or foundation in your life. What probabilities that occur from an 

aspect or series of aspects depends on what road (probability) to have taken 

up to that point. I will not become President of the United States at age 106 

just because I happen to have progressed Sun on my Ascendant!  :  ).... 

 

 In the local chart on February 6, 2052 progressed Midheaven in Virgo 

will conjunct progressed Saturn and conjunct natal Juno. Looks serious 

(important) & consequential to me. I bought my first home when I had 

another MC-Saturn conjunction. That was a very important development. As 

noted much earlier, Trump is now undergoing a MC-Saturn conjunction that 

will prove eventful & consequential of a serious nature. Major & important 
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& change of status. Usually with Saturn involved, one's awareness of the 

limits of personal will & power is emphasized in some way. 

 

 -What looks promising is that progressed Descendant (7th house cusp) 

conjunct natal Sun in the 9th house on May 16, 2053. Potential creative 

expansion, honor, recognition. 

 
https://s2.postimg.org/z6ymi6ch5/Bill_2053-5-

16_prog_Descendant_conjunct_natal_Sun.jpg 
 

 
 

 This is similar to progressed Sun conjunct the Descendant. Attracts 

attention & applause & being a "star." Art & beauty & grace & creativity are 

shined upon. It's like a celebration just as I celebrate Steiner's music by 

making those videos. I could be dead long before 2053 but in this material-

physical world that timing might be when my creativity is focused on in 

some way (whether by private research or public displays). It is a kind of 

feeling like a Renaissance--what was old is now new again, refreshed, made 

anew again. 

 

 Usually there will be major aspects for death (physical death, death of 

a marriage, etc), particularly oppositions & quincunxes because you are 

separating & leaving something behind (like a physical body! :  )....But you 

can also in the mix see harmonious aspects such as with Jupiter because you 

are "moving on" to the new phase of your development, perhaps to 

https://s2.postimg.org/z6ymi6ch5/Bill_2053-5-16_prog_Descendant_conjunct_natal_Sun.jpg
https://s2.postimg.org/z6ymi6ch5/Bill_2053-5-16_prog_Descendant_conjunct_natal_Sun.jpg
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something better & higher. Jupiter is release; Neptune is peace/acceptance. 

And water (signs/planets/houses) is important because you are closing the 

chapter and letting go, ready for the next chapter or birth (symbolized by 

fire). Pluto often involves letting go of a partner or close associate. 

 Astrology seen thru progressions can show in great detail the 

TIMINGS of events or conditions in life as long as the precise minute of 

birth is given BUT remember that it predicts nothing. That is, the TIMINGS 

are predictable but not the events. Astrology is not (or should not be) 

fatalistic, like it "has to happen" or "happen this way." That's because there 

is the important factor of Free Will. The chart unfolds with its timings but 

HOW it unfolds is up to the person and the probabilities he has set up 

already thru choices and habits. Life is not preordained or laid out like a 

script. While the overall themes are "built in" so to speak, life itself is very 

spontaneous, and any of many paths can be chosen. The framework and its 

timings are set overall but events are not predestined. So progressions show 

the timings when you will face issues symbolized in the horoscope. They 

show up when you are meant to unfold a facet of your character & what path 

or choices you take for that further development. The really important 

timings in effect can show pivotal "turning points" in the life or an 

intersection with probabilities where you have to choose this road or path, or 

that road, and so on. 

 The old saying is "It's time has not yet come." Well, progressions 

show the timings of likely important events or circumstances. Ideally you 

want the most favorable or constructive probability during that period of 

change. Events are not predestined. There are probable events that are 

dependent on your beliefs & expectations and what you have already built 

up for you life at this point. For example, if you are a drug addict, you are 

not going to magically wake up next morning and be free of the addiction. 

We all have to pay the consequences of our actions. Habits die hard. 

Hopefully we learn from our mistakes and move on to something better that 

has true value fulfillment.  

 Progressions show the timing when you must face issues. They show 

when you are to unfold a facet of your character into new, progressed 

development. Remember that progressed & natal aspects are not inherently 

good or bad. It is always what you do with them, how you decide to unfold 

your nature (consciously or unconsciously). Ideally we are blessed with the 

power & freedom to create what we concentrate upon. We create our 
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personal reality through our thoughts, beliefs, expectations and habits. 

Choose wisely! :  ) 

 OK. That should do it for this quick & spontaneous paper. I will 

proof-read it, edit, convert to a pdf and send it to my website person to put it 

as an update for my site. 

 Thank you for reading. 

 [End session Friday, December 1, 2017 at 2:30 pm PST] 

(c) Copyright 2017 Bill Wrobel 
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